The present article describes quantitative investigations of the phototactic response of Rhodospirillum rubrum, undertaken to provide more information on the nature of biological irritability. In particular, we wish to determine whether a knowledge of details in the chemical mediation of phototaxis is likely to be of value in elucidating the chemical reactions involved in other cases of irritability (for example, the visual processes of animals). Let us begin by reviewing briefly a few properties which seem to be characteristic of living irritable systems.
1. The "all-or-none" nature of the response: The magnitude of the response, when it occurs, is independent of the strength of the stimulus. The latter acts as a trigger, its energy serving only to initiate a sequence of activities in the organism culminating in a response. The energy released in the response is derived from metabolic activity of the organism.
2. The refractory period: After a response, the organism is unable to respond to another stimulus for a certain period; this interval is necessary for recovery.
Accommodation:
A stimulus which reaches its full strength quickly is more effective than a slowly increasing stimulus in eliciting a response. Evidence to date indicates that a stimulus initiates not only an excitatory process but also a secondary process which opposes excitation. A response will occur only if the excitatory process is well advanced before the inhibitory effect becomes appreciable; an abrupt stimulus favors this condition.
Having considered some general aspects of irritability, let us turn to the well known and exhaustively studied example of the nerve fiber. This outgrowth of a single cell can be stimulated by passing an electric current through its external membrane; a response is elicited either by the onset of an outward-flowing (cathodal) current or by the cessation of an inward-flowing (anodal) current. The response is indicated by a wave of electrical negativity which progresses across the surface of the fiber, away from the point of stimulation. The magnitude and speed of propagation of this disturbance are independent of the strength of the stimulus; thus it displays the characteristic "all-or-none" property. Iramediately after a response, an absolutely refractory period can be observed during which the strongest stimuli fail to excite the fiber; this is followed by a period during which the threshold for excitation (the least stimulus which will lead to a response) declines to a minimal value which indicates complete recovery of the fiber. Accommodation is seen in the low effectiveness of a stimulating current which is built up gradually, when compared with that of an abrupt stimulus. It is also manirested by the refractory condition which can be detected in a nerve fiber after a subliminal stimulus.
Progress.in nerve research began with the detection and measurement of the foregoing effects through determinations of the threshold values of pulses and pairs of pulses of stimulating current; the variable parameters were strength, duration, and "shape" of the pulse. Schemes, involving the formation and dissipation of hypothetical excitatory and inhibitory substances, were then devised to account for these data. In 1932, BLAI~ presented a "one-factor" theory, in which an excitatory process alone was postulated; accommodation was supposed to result from dissipation of the excitatory effect. It became apparent that an additional process, inhibitory in nature, would have to be invoked to account satisfactorily for some aspects of accommodation; HILL and RASH~VSXY were thus led to propose similar "two-factor" theories. The theories of HILL and of RASg~VSKY have been as successful as any in accounting for the numerical data relating stimulus and response. Finally, a thorough electrochemical study of the nerve fiber has been pursued with the aim of gaining more specific information on the processes involved in excitation.
It is hoped that the study of systems other than nerve fibers will help to elucidate the nature of irritability, both by checking the generality of the results of nerve research and by revealing the limitations which must be imposed upon a theory of sufficient generality to embrace a wide variety of irritable structures. The purple bacterium Rhodospirillum rubrum is well suited to this purpose. Its phototaetie response, a reversal of swimming direction, is easily observed and is unmistakeably of an all-or-none character. The stimulus, a decrease in the intensity of light reaching the bacterium, is easily controlled and defined in terms of energy. The effects of refractoriness and accommodation can be demonstrated readily by simple microscopic observations.
I. Theoretical considerations.

A. The ~ature o] the System.
We shall assume that Rhodospirillum rubrum contains an irritable mechanism giving rise to the characteristic effects discussed in the last section, upon which are superimposed various accessory mechanisms adapting the system to the function of light perception. To be studied effectively, the basic irritable mechanism must be isolated, fl'eed of any obscuring influences of the accessory processes. Thus we are led to the necessity of a detailed study of the constitution and activities of the organism. In addition to delineating the (assumed) irritable mechanism by identifying its accessories, such a study might provide valuable information on the manner in which these components of the system are related.
The foregoing paragraph will be clarified by a consideration of vision in higher animals. The following sequence of events is known to occur in this case: 1. Absorption of light by a pigmented receptor cell. --2. Chemical changes in the visual pigment system. --3. Electrical effects in the neighborhood of the receptor cell. --4. Excitation of an optic nerve fiber. --5. Excitation of an effector system via a sequence of connecting nerve cells.
Here the pigment system appears to be an accessory device which changes light into a suitable (probably electrical) stimulus for a nerve fiber, in which an irritable mechanism resides. Excitation of one nerve fiber then leads to stimulation of the next; in this way an effector cell can ultimately be stimulated (the complication of convergent, divergent, and cross-connecting nervous pathways is omitted here). As far as irritability is concerned, one nerve fiber is as suitable for study as another, since each displays the fundamental properties of an irritable cell. The point we wish to make clear is that the processes peculiar to light reception and to effector organs, while interesting in themselves, should not be confused with the basic irritable mechanism.
When the eye of any of a variety of animals is exposed to a pulse of light, fibers of its optic nerve can be found which respond either to the onset or to the termination of the pulse, or to both; these types of response are denoted "on", "off", and "on-off"; respectively. These different responses might result from differences in electrical polarity arising at the junctures of successive cells, so that the fiber under observation might receive either a cathodal ("on" fiber) or an anodal ("off" fiber) stimulus. We mention this because of the striking similarity between the phototaxis of Rh. rubrum and the "off" response in visual systems of higher animals.
We assume, then, that through the pigment system of Rh. rubrum a decrease of light intensity leads to a suitable (perhaps electrical) stimulus for an irritable system, and that the excitation of this system leads to a phototactic response. The separation of the photoreceptive system from the primary irritable mechanism is evidenced by the existence of a chemotactic response, similar to the phototactic one, which is elicited by a change in concentration of any of a wide variety of chemicals, notably oxygen.
If we are to compare data for phototaxis with data for nerve excitation we must make some assumption relating the initial stimulus, light, to the immediate stimulus of the basic irritable system in Rh. rubrum. In the absence of definite information we shall assume a proportionality between light quanta and ions, electrons, or whatever particles constitute the stimulus of the irritable system. Such a correspondence can be expected to break down at high light intensities, due to saturation of the pigment system. If we employ light intensities which are below the saturating value for phototaxis, then, we shall regard intensity of illumination as proportional to the stimulus of the irritable system. We shall also assume that each excitation of this system leads to an observable phototactic response.
B. I~ASHEVSKY'S Theory o~ Excitation.
In analyzing the results of bur investigations, and in comparing the outcome of our analysis with the kinetics of nerve excitation, it will be convenient to refer to some hypothetical mechanism. The predictions of such a working hypothesis will serve both as a yardstick for the comparison of data and as a guide for the selection of useful experiments. In choosing this hypothesis we must keep two facts in mind:
1. The phototactic response of Rh. rubrum exhibits a close adherence to the W~El~ Law when the saturating light intensity for phototaxis is not unusually low. The liminM decrease in light intensity is a constant fraction of the initial intensity for values of the latter covering usually, a range of a hundredfold or more (CLaYTOn, 1953a) . While the source of this effect may lie in the photoreceptive system, it would be desirable, although not essential, to choose as our working hypothesis a mechanism for irritability which predicts adherence to the WE~a Law.
2. The phototactie response is elicited only by a decrease in illumination, as is the excitation of an "off" fiber in the optic nerve of a vertebrate; the role of light is analogous to that of an anodal current in nerve excitation. We have mentioned that the theories of HILL and of I~ASI~EVSK~ are in comparatively good agreement with the data describing the kinetics of nerve excitation. These closely similar theories give exactly the same predictions, as was shown by O~F~EI~, of intensity-time relations for a threshold stimulus. The form developed by I~AS~IEVSKu is better suited, however, to a treatment of the anodal stimulation of nerve, so that we shall prefer it as a frame of reference for the description of phototactie excitation. As we shall see, RASHEVSKu theory predicts adherence to the W~B~I~ Law.
In the following account of RAS~IEVSXu theory we adopt a change of notation; the symbols s and ] are redesignated s and i respectively. The quantity I denotes the intensity of illumination of Rh. rubrum, rather than the strength of an electric current applied to a nerve fiber.
The theory assumes the existence of two substances or effects, one excitatory and one inhibitory. Their concentrations or magnitudes are denoted by s and i respectively; in the resting condition of the cell s and i assume the constant values s o and i o. Under stimulation, s and i are formed at rates proportional to the intensity of the stimulus; they are dissipated at rates proportional to their excess over the resting values. The differential equations describing 8 and i are therefore
where K, k, M, and m are constants. The criterion for excitation is s >~ i ; as long as i exceeds s the system will not exhibit a response. 
where s 1 and i I are the initial values of s and i. Let us consider the ease in which the intensity of illumination is zero (corresponding to total darkness) for t > 0; then eqn. Equations (4) and the corresponding physical situation are depicted in Fig. 1 (3), yielding predictions of the conditions necessary for excitation, will be described in connection with each type of experiment performed. The patterns of stimulation (changes of illumination) used in these experiments include stepdecreases, pulse-decreases, pulseincreases, and pairs of pulse-decreases. In applying the foregoing theory it was found helpful to redefine our constants and introduce dimensionless parameters for time and stimulating intensity. The following changes were made:
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The criteria m > k, and M/m > K/lc become'@ > y > 1, and equations (2) and (3) become
_r (3a) e--yz y II. Experimental procedure and treatment of data.
The essential experimental procedure consisted in observing microscopically a large number of individual phototactie responses of Rh. rubrum and determining the percentage of responses elicited by a given type of stimulus. Stimuli were applied by varying the illumination of the object field of the microscope. The instrumental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2 ; it consisted of a K6gLE~ microscope illuminating system with a provision for controlled variations of intensity. The KS~LE~ system began at a slit S, 1/16" wide, at which the filament of a 300 watt projection lamp I was imaged. The slit S was imaged, via lenses L 2 and L a and the substage mirror M, at the annular diaphragm D of the substage condenser of a phase-contrast microscope. The plane of the lens L a was imaged by the substage condenser at the object field O. The lens L 3 was an F/2,5 EASTMA~ Aero-Ektar of 7" focal length; L~ was an F/4 wide-angle t~oss Express of 5" focal length. The source I was imaged at S by condensing lenses L1, via a water cell W, a copper sulfate cell C, a neutral filter F, and an attenuator A which moved across the optical path just behind the slit S. This attenuator contained adjacent regions of greater and lesser transparency; as it moved behind the slit at a definite speed the intensity of illumination of the object field 0 was altered in a controlled manner. The attenuator, mounted on a sliding carriage, was propelled smoothly by a stud which projected from a moving belt; the belt could be driven at a variety of speeds. Controls for engaging the stud with the sliding carriage and for returning the carriage to its starting position were within reach of an operator seated at the microscope. Observations were recorded continously on a moving paper tape by means of small holes burned electrically in the paper, as shown in Fig. 3 . One series of holes, produced when movement of the attenuator carriage closed a switch, recorded the times at which changes of illumination began and ended. Another series, produced manually by depressing a key, recorded the times at which phototactie responses were observed. In this way the interval between stimulation and response could be measured precisely (the reaction time of the operator being taken into account), and a continuous record of the observations was preserved.
A set of attenuators providing different temporal patterns and strengths of stimulation was made from semi-transparent mirrors (prepared by vacuum deposition of aluminum), uniformly exposed photographic plates, stacks of microscope cover glasses, and opaque strips of black paper. Successive regions of these attenuators were at least ~" in width; since the slit S was 1/1~" wide the changes in light intensity were composed of steps and pulses which were effectively ,,square". The illumination of the object field was also controlled by a suitable choice of the filter 2' (one of a set of uniformly exposed photographic plates).
Relative intensities were measured with a photographic exposure meter and expressed in arbitrary units.
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,qe<~ponse, gkl" Cultures of Rh. rubrum were grown in a medium containing sodium pyruvate and yeast autolysate, as described in an earlier publication (CLAYTON, 1953b) . A suspension suitable for microscopic observation was prepared by placing one drop of the fully developed culture in 15 ml of fresh growth medium, filtered to remove debris. The resulting suspension was kept in daylight; fresh slides for observation were prepared from it every 15 rain during the course of about three hours' experimentation.
The course of a typical experiment was the following: A certain attenuator was chosen, driven at a certain speed, giving a pulse of intensity decrease amounting to 41% of the initial intensity and lasting 0,25 see. A filter, F, was chosen to make the initial and final intensities 32 arbitrary units; the intensity during the pulsedecrease was 41% less or 19 arbitrary units. A slide bearing the bacterial suspension was brought into focus on the microscope stage; superimposed on the image field was a small square at its center. This square, an image of double cross-hairs mounted in the eyepiece, facilitated random sampling of bacteria for observation (Fig. 4) . When a bacterium entered the square, the start of an observation was recorded by three dots on the paper tape (Fig. 5 ). All responses (reversals of swimming direction) of this single bacterium were then recorded for a few seconds, after which a termination signal of three dots was recorded. In the mean time the stimulating pulse of intensity decrease was applied by engaging the drive mechanism of the attenuator. When the observation was terminated, the attenuator was returned to its starting position and the entire procedure was repeated with the next bacterium to enter the sampling square. After ten such observations the strength or duration of the stimulating pulse was altered and ten more observations were made. In the course of three hours' experimentation twenty sets of ten observations could be made.
In most cases the data were processed as follows : All ten of the records pertaining to one type (e. g., strength and duration) of stimulus were superimposed, as shown in Fig. 6 . The mean frequency of responses during the eight seconds before the stimulus was then computed and subtracted from the mean frequency during the four seconds after the onset of stimulation. In the case illustrated, the mean frequency before the stimulus (representing spontaneous activity) was 5--10 responses per eight second period, or 0,25 responses per four second period. The division by ten is performed because ten individual observations are combined here. The mean frequency during the four seconds after the start of stimulation was 7--10 responses per four second period; this represents the sum of spontaneous activity and phototactic responses. Subtracting the part attributed to spontaneous activity, we find the mean frequency of phototactic responses to be 0,70--0,25 or 0,45. A value of 1,00 would result if the rate of spontaneous activity were perfectly uniform and if a phototactie response occurred in every case. The threshold was defiued as that stimulus which led to a phototactic In some experiments the latent period between the start of stimulation and the occurrence of a response was measured from the tape records; in a few cases the results are presented simply in the form shown in Fig. 6 .
Each experimental point in the illustrations of data (Figures 11 to 17) was derived from about 300 single observations.
III. Results and comparison with hypothesis.
A. The "WEBn~ Law" Curve and the Strength-Duration Relation.
We shall derive first the necessary conditions for excitation by a step-decrease and by a pulse-decrease of intensity, as predicted by RAS~EVSKu theory. In the case of a step-decrease an initial intensity I o changes abruptly to a lesser value I at the time t ~ 0. From eqn. 
Here t represents the time at which excitation occurs. Since the stimulus need not be prolonged beyond the time of excitation, the duration of a threshold pulse of intensity decrease, from I o to I, is given by (6). As (~o--I)/Io, hereafter denoted ~ I/t0, is made smaller, the required duration t becomes larger until it attains a critical value t*, the "utilization time". At this value of t, A I/I o has the least magnitude (the rheobasic value, denoted R) which can evoke a response. Prolongation of the stimulus beyond t* is of no avail in eliciting a response, so that the rheobasic value, R, of z] I/I o represents the threshold step-decrease (pulse-decrease of infinite duration). Equation (6) is illustrated in Fig. 9 , for a given value of I 0. The condition t = t* and A I/I o ~-R corresponds to the threshold case illustrated in Fig. 8 , in which the curves of s and i vs. t become tangent but do not cross. Thus we can determine t* by requiring ds/dt = di/dt as well as s --~ i in eqn. (5); the result is
independent of I 0. From eqn. (6), the condition for excitation by a step-decrease is Mk --e -kt*) this relation between R and I o is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Introducing the changes of parameters described in Sec. II, we have 
Ln ~*= y --1 for a threshold step-decrease of intensity. Note that the relation between R and J0 given by equation (8a) is an hyperbola with asymptotes J 0 = 0 a n d R = g(~*)(Q/y--l). Thus for large values of J0, R approaches the constant value Roo = g(~*) ( 0 / Y --1), repre- Ia is defined, corresponding to R ~ 1 and representing the least intensity which can be distinguished from total darkness. Similarly a minimal duration, to, is defined for a threshold pulse-decrease, corresponding to a pulse of total darkness (see Fig. 9 ). In terms of our dimensionless parameters its value T0, obtained by equating A J / J o to unity in eqn. (6a) (10a) 7 Having determined the forms of the strength-duration curve (Fig. 9 ) and the W~BnR Law curve (Fig. 10) predicted by RASH~VSKu theory, let us turn to the problem of fitting these curves to experimental data by evaluating the arbitrary constants. There appear to be six constants involved: K , ]c, M , m, io, and s 0, In our dimensionless notation, however, we find only four independent combinations of these constants: ~ ~ M / K ,
y = re~k, 7:/t = k, and J / I = K / k (i o --so).
To evaluate these four constants we require four equations relating them to experimentally determined quantities. By combining equations (8a), (9a), and (10a) in various ways, we obtain Ln~
and zo ~ (14a)
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Thus we can evaluate the constants by a knowledge of R~ (the rheobasic vMue of A / / I o at large values of Io), of I~ (the absolute threshold intensity), of t* (the utilization time), and of t o (the threshold duration of a pulse of total darkness) for a given value of I 0. Since Roo and I a a r e difficult quantities to measure, they are best determined indirectly as follows: Writing eqn. 
z0 By inserting two experimentally determined sets of R and I 0 into (15), we can calculate//oo and I~. The experimentally determined values of the rheobase (liminal stepdecrease) as a function of I 0 are presented in Fig. 11 of this investigation were such that light saturation appeared at an unusually low intensity, as evidenced by the high value of/2 a t / 0 = 52; the anticipated region of W E B~ Law adherence was masked by this early onset of saturation. Two of the experimental points were used to evaluate the constants of equation (15), which were found to be R~ = 0.07 and I a ~ 2.9, and the entire theoretical curve of R vs. I o was drawn in the figure. While the agreement between these data and the theoretical curve is so cru(le as to be insignificant, the experiment did serve to determine some constants and therefore to make further tests We have already (Sec. I) limited the ratio @/y to values greater than unity; a further limitation is imposed by eqn. (13a), which can be satisfied only if @/~ is less than I/(1-R~o), or 1.075 in the present ease. A limitation is also imposed on the ratio to/t* by eqn. (14a): If we choose I o = 32 and 1 < @/y < 1.075, to~t* is limited to values greater than 0.035 and less than 0.062.
The relation between strength and duration of a threshold pulsedecrease of intensity, as determined experimentally, is shown in Fig. 12 . The points marked by crosses were obtained by observing the phototactie responses to pulses of different strengths and durations. The utilization time was found to be 1.5 sec.; a pulse of this duration was fully as effective as a longer pulse in stimulating the bacteria. The chronaxie, or threshold duration of a pulse of twice the rheobasic strength, was found to he 0.52see.
The interval between the start of stimulation and the appearanee of a phototactie response should measure the required duration of the stimulus ~glus the durations of any other events involved in the overall phototactic process. If these other events are rapid compared with the changes of i and s (or their actual equivalents), a determination of the latent period of the response as a function of the strength of stimulus should give exactly the same results as a determination of the threshold duration of a stimulating pulse as a function of its strength. The circles in Fig. 12 represent measurements of latency, using a step-decrease of intensity; they are in close agreement with the crosses representing measurements of the threshold pulse-decrease.
Having found the values of t* (1.5 see.) and t o at I o ~ 32 (0.090 sec.) we are in a position to calculate o, 7, wit, and J/I; they were found to be p ~ 1.465, 7 = 1.45, ~/t ~ 0.565, and J/I ~ 2.60. The theoretical strength-duration curve given by eqn. (6a), with these values of the constants, is included in Fig. 12 .
The foregoing investigation of strength vs. duration of a threshold pulse-decrease was conducted by keeping the initial intensity I 0 constant and varying the quantity zJ I. Another situation was explored, in which pulses of total darkness were employed and I 0 was varied. The theoretical relationbetweenI0and t o which describes this case is given by eqn. (9a); it is portrayed in Fig. 13 together with the corresponding experimental data.
B. The Strength-Duration Relation/or a Pulse-Increase.
The termination of a very long pulse of increased intensity is equivalent, in its stimulating influence, to a step-decrease of intensity; the threshold strength of such a pulse will equal the threshold strength of a step-decrease (i. e., the rheobase). As the pulse is made shorter its threshold strength becomes greater ; we shall now derive the relation between liminal strength and duration of this type of stimulus, as predicted by RASHEVSKY'S theory.
The changes of i and s accompartying a pulse-increase of intensity are shown in Fig. 14 Denoting by t' the time after termination of the pulse, we can express the values of s and i after the pulse by means of equations (3). The ex- g,,6" 7,05 7,5 8 5" 70,5-75 
M + M (17) i = i o +~-I o ( I --I o ) ( 1 --e -~t ) e -mr" .
For the ease of threshold excitation we require s = i and ds/dt' = dildt' ; by applying these conditions to eqn. (17) and eliminating t' we obtain
I n terms of our dimensionless parameters, (18) becomes
The theoretical curve, a plot of equation (18a), and the experimental results for this ease of excitation are presented in Fig. 15 .
C. Summation and Accommodation.
If two inadequate stimuli are separated by a short interval, their combined effect may be sufficient to cause excitation. As the interval becomes longer this summation becomes less effective; for very long intervals the influence of the first stimulus is entirely dissipated before the second arrives. There is an intermediate range of intervals in which the excitatory effect, of the first stimulus has subsided before the arrival of the second, but the inhibitory influence is still appreciable. I n this case the threshold for excitation by the second stimulus is greater than the normal threshold for a single stimulus (GILDEMEISTEtt effect). This phenomenon is a variant of the more familiar ease of accommodation in which a gradually increasing stimulus is less effective than an abrupt one in evoking a response. The foregoing effects were investigated with pairs of pulses of total darkness. The first pulse was of half the liminal duration t o ; after an interval t i another pulse was applied and its threshold duration t was determined (see inset of Fig. 16 ). The relation between t 1 and t for a given value of I 0 (and a corresponding value of to) predicted by RASI~EVSKY's theory can be derived by appropriate use of eqn. (3) and the criterion s --i; in our dimensionless notation the result is l/Jo = e~~ ~ e-f~ ):
This equation is portrayed in Fig. 16 by a plot of T/T 0 VS. ~1I~*, together with the corresponding experimental data. The numerical values relating ~/~0 to ~/~* (or to t~) turn out to be nearly independent of I 0 over a wide range of ~he latter, so that one curve suffices for the two values of I 0 employed. As we have anticipated, the threshold duration of the second pulse is to/2 for very small values of t~, t o for very large values of t~, and greater than t o in an intermediate region.
D. Re/ractoriness.
The refractory condition which follows a response of Rh. rubrum is not treated by l~xs~vsK:e's theory; the chemical balance of the system changes dramatically during the response and no attempt has been made to predict the accompanying changes of the hypothetical quantities i and s. The course of recovery from this refractory condition was followed by applying stimuli at various times after a phototactic response. The method of stimulation is shown in the inset of Fig. 17 . A first pulse of total darkness of duration 0.20 sec. was applied to evoke a phototactic response; after an interval t 1 a second pulse was applied and its threshold duration t was determined. Since the pulses were periods of total darkness interrupting an intensity of 32 arbitrary units, the first pulse led to a response after a latent period of about 0.09 sec. (see part A of this section). The second pulse therefore began about 0.20-0.09 + t 1 seconds after a response; this interval, t 1 ~-0.11 sec., is denoted t'. The reciprocal of the threshold duration of the second pulse was taken as a measure of the excitability of the system during recovery; it is expressed as the ratio to/t , where t o is the threshold duration after complete recovery.
The observed values of to/t at various values of t' are shown in Fig. 17 ; in the region 0.25 see. < t' ~< 1.7 sec. the relationship is described accurately by equation1 to/t = 0,38 Ln (t') § 0,525. (20) For values of t' less than 0.25 sec. the excitability is zero; at t' = 5 sec. the excitability is 1.0, denoting full recovery of the system. Extrapolating eqn. (20) to the value to/t --1, we predict that recovery is complete at t' >~ 3.5 see. (A phase of supernormal excitability may have escaped detection in our measurements). Thus we find an absolutely refractory period of 0.25 seconds' duration, followed by a period of recovery lasting 3.25 sec. and characterized by a logarithmic dependence of excitability upon time.
E. Rhythmicity.
Under some conditions of constant stimulation, a nerve fiber exhibits rhythmic behavior; i.e., a series of more or less regularly repeated responses. It was observed that Rh. rubrum also displays this property; When represented in this way, the phototaxis of Rh. rubrum is strikingly reminiscent of the "off" activity of an optic nerve fiber; a record of the latter is shown in Fig. 19 for comparison.
Discussion.
The results described in the last section have shown, on the whole, a fairly good agreement with RASHEVSKu theory. The agreement has not been so close, however, as to provide a convincing confirmation of this theory; the same would probably be true for any ather current theory of excitation. In any ease, our purpose has been not to test I~AS~EVSK~'S theory but to compare bacterial phototaxis with other types of excitation.
To make such a comparison we must choose a procedure for normalizing the parameters of time and stimulating intensity, and we must decide what kinds of data should be comparable. In the comparison of strength-duration curves, time and intensity were normalized by dividing these quantities by the chronaxie and the rheobase, respectively. The comparability of different experimental situations was judged by the predictions of I~ASHEVSKY'S theory. Almost all of the available data on strength vs. duration refer to the excitation of some system by a constant pulse of electric current, as in the cathodal stimulation of nerve. Some data are also available for the anodal stimulation of nerve fibers, excitation being caused by the cessation of the inward-flowing current. In terms of RASI~EVSKY'S theory, the former ease is described by an equation identical to eqn. (6), with the fractional decrease of light intensity A I/I o replaced by the current strength I. The strength-duration curve of Rh. rubrum under a pulse-decrease of light intensity should therefore be strictly comparable to curves of the type represented by the cathodal stimulation of nerve fibers. A situation comparable, according to RAs~I~VS~:u theory, to the stimulation of nerve fibers by an anodal constant current pulse was not examined with Rh. rubrum, since it would have entailed practical difficulties of observation. The strengthduration curve predicted for this ease has almost the same form, however, as that for cathodal stimulation, when both curves are normalized to ehronaxie and rheobase. Because of this similarity, shown in Fig. 20 , data for anodal stimulation can be compared directly with those for cathodal stimulation and for the stimulation of Rh. rubrum by a pulsedecrease of intensity.
Another pattern of electrical stimulation is the gap in a constant current; termination of the gap causes excitation ff the current is cathodal. For this case the strength-durationrelation is described by a plot of I (the current strength) vs. t (the duration of the gap). For the stimulation Fig. 21 shows a compilation of data representing strength vs. duration of a eathodal constant current pulse in nerve excitation and of comparable stimuli in other eases of excitation. In every ease except three the stimulus is a constant current pulse of the eathodal type; i. e., excitation is caused by the onset of the pulse and not by its termination. increase as t/t~ becomes smaller. In view of these facts, the data of Fig. 21 can hardly be taken as a convincing argument for the uniformity of mechanism in all excitable systems. On the other hand, the data do not vitiate such a notion, since their differences could be due to effects having nothing to do with the basic irritable mechanism. It is at least note-worthy that the data obtained in the present studies on the phototaxis of Rh. rubrum are in line with those for most excitable systems.
A closer agreement is found between data describing excitation of nerve by a gap in a constant cathodal current and the comparable excitation of Rh. rubrum by a pulse-increase of light intensity (Fig. 22) . Of course, the coherence of these data could be fortuitous, since they represent only three different investigations.
Turning to the recovery of excitability during the relatively refractory period, we find a similarity between our data and some obtained by ADI~IAlg for the excitation of the sciatic nerve of the frog (Fig. 23 ). These data are quite different, however, from those of GASSEI~ and GRUNDFEST for the excitation of the saphenous nerve of the cat, which show a much more rapid recovery and a long period of supernorma] excitability (other data of ADRIAN reveal a slight supernormal phase).
In summary, we find the following effects, characteristic of irritable tissues, in the phototaxis of Rh. rubrum: 1. All-or-none response. --2. l%efractoriness and recovery. - The kinetics of excitation bear a close resemblance to those of nerve fibers, with a difference in the time scale of about a thousandfold.
Neither convincing support nor contradiction has been found for the hypothesis that all excitable tissues share a common mechanism for irritability, with differences in the time scale resulting from differences in constitution. However, there is a strong similarity between the phototaxis of Rh. rubrum and other micro-organisms and the visual processes of higher animals. In both cases carotenoid pigments can receive light energy which is used, after some chemical mediation, to excite an "irritable system". This system exhibits properties which are the same in both cases (phototaxis and vision), quantitatively as weU as qualitatively, except for a difference in the time scale. Thus it can be hoped that information about the chemical mediation of phototaxis will aid our understanding of the visual process.
In this connection it is interesting to compare the phototaxis of purple bacteria with that of algae and other cells. Tables compiled by MAsT and by WATElZ~A_~ show the spectral regions of greatest phototactic activity for a wide variety of organisms; the maxima are all in the region of carotenoid absorption. Although many types of algae are represented, none show phototactic activity mediated by chlorophyll. Apparently the only exception to the uniqueness of carotenoids as phototactically active pigments is found in the purple bacteria, in which the activity due to baeteriochlorophyll is much stronger than that due to carotenoids. Moreover, energy absorbed by carotenoids in purple bacteria appears to be effective for phototaxis only after it has been transferred to bacteriochlorophyll. This is indicated by the similarity between action spectra for phototaxis of purple bacteria and corresponding action spectra for the fluorescent transfer of energy from carotenoids to bacteriochlorophyll (DuYsE~s) and also by the abundant evidence (CLAYTON 1953b, DvYSE~S, MAZ~T~I~) that phototaxis and photosynthesis are intimately related processes.
We are faced, then, with an apparent duality of mechanism between the phototaxis of purple bacteria and that of algae, arising from differences in the mechanism of photosynthesis. The phototaxis of algae appears to bear a closer similarity to the visual process of a vertebrate than does the phototaxis of purple bacteria. It has been suggested by WALl) and BROW~ that the visual process is mediated through an oxidation potential which arises when sulfhydryl radicals are exposed by the dissociation of carotenoid molecules from the proteins to which they have been conjugated. If this mechanism prevails in the phototaxis of algae it might exist also in the purple bacteria, being overshadowed by a much stronger effect of the same kind arising from powerful oxidizing or reducing substances which are involved in photosynthesis.
If a bacteriochlorophyll-free mutant of a purple bacterium can be produced, it will be of interest to determine its capacity for phototaxis.
Summary.
The threshold strength-duration relationships were determined for the phototactic excitation of _Rhodospiriilum rubrum by various pulses and pairs of pulses of change in light intensity. The recovery of excitability after a response was followed, and examples of rhythmic behavior were recorded.
Experimental results were found to be in fair agreement with data for other irritable systems and with the predictions of the theories of RASI-I~VS:K~Z and HILL.
The hypothesis was considered t h a t all excitable systems might share a common mechanism for irritability, a n d the phototactic mechanisms of various unicellular organisms were discussed in this connection.
